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Abstract: To solve the problems of texture lacking and resolution coarseness in the detection of dim 

and small drone targets in infrared images, we propose a novel RetinaNet with an asymmetric 

attention fusion mechanism for dim and small drone detection. First, we propose a super-resolution 

texture-enhancement network as an effective solution for the lack of texture-related information on 

small infrared targets. The network generates super-resolution images and enhances the texture 

features of the targets. Second, considering the inadequacy of feature pyramids in the feature fusion 

stage, we use an asymmetric attention fusion mechanism to constitute an asymmetric attention fusion 

pyramid network for cross-layer feature fusion in a bidirectional manner; it achieves high-quality 

semantic and location detail information interaction between scale features. Third, a global average 

pooling layer is employed to capture global spatial-sensitive information, thus effectively identifying 

features and achieving classification. Experiments were conducted by using a publicly available 

infrared image dim-small drone target detection dataset; the results show that the proposed method 

achieves an AP of 95.43% and a recall of 80.6%, which is a significant improvement over the current 

mainstream target detection algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of aerial photography technology, drones are now frequently deployed 

in military and civilian applications such as intelligent inspection and agricultural drug spraying due 

to their low cost, simple operation, concealment and mobility. While delivering convenience, drones 

also bring several issues, including illegal intrusion, interference with civil aviation and the leakage 

of military secrets, which remain dangers to the security of military regions and public privacy. With 

the recent development in infrared imaging technology, the detection of small objects via infrared 

imaging has boosted a variety of applications, including low-altitude aircraft flying, infrared search 

and tracking [1] and military reconnaissance systems. Therefore, infrared imaging systems are a 
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critical technology for the identification of drone targets. The following difficulties exist when 

detecting drone targets in infrared images: 

1) Imbalance between the target and background areas. According to the definition of the International 

Society for Optical Engineering, in a 256 × 256 image, a small target in an infrared image takes up less 

than 9 × 9 pixels in the image. There may even be a one-pixel target in public databases. 

2) Lack of texture information. In complex scenes, dim and small targets are often submerged in 

the background in infrared images and appear as point targets lacking shape and texture information, 

which leads to low detection accuracy and high false alarm rates. 

3) Contradiction between resolution and semantic information. In the deep network, the semantic 

information is strong and the feature map resolution is low; but, in complex scenes, the dim and small 

drones are often submerged in the background in infrared images, which leads us to need high-

resolution feature maps to achieve accurate detection of the target information. Therefore, dim and 

small drone detection in infrared images is a challenging task. 

To solve these challenging problems, researchers have proposed various small target detection 

algorithms for infrared systems in recent years. Traditional small target detection methods for infrared 

images can be divided into two categories: single-frame detection and multi-frame detection methods. 

Infrared-purposed small target detection methods based on single-frame detection include local 

contrast-based methods [2–8], filter-based methods [9] and structure-based methods [10]. All of these 

approaches make use of the distinction between background and target representations, e.g., grayscale 

values and continuity. Most of the methods assume that the gray value of the target is higher than the 

gray value of the background, but this hypothesis is not universal. In fact, in complex scenes, the 

background is much brighter than the target, making it more difficult to identify the target since it is 

frequently masked by the background. Infrared-purposed small target detection methods based on 

multi-frame detection mainly include motion trajectory-based methods [11,12] and energy-based 

methods [13]. However, these methods cannot satisfy real-time detection requirements. 

With the development of deep learning techniques, there has been significant research progress 

in areas of natural language processing [14] and computer vision [15]. Many researchers have started 

to use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to improve the detection performance of infrared-

based small targets. Infrared-purposed small target detection methods based on CNNs are divided 

into two categories: single-stage detection and two-stage detection. The two-stage detectors mainly 

contain R-CNNs [16], Fast R-CNNs [17] and Faster R-CNNs [18]. The single-stage detectors mainly 

contain SSD [19], YOLO [20] and RetinaNet models [21]. As a representative single-stage target 

detection algorithm, the backbone network of RetinaNet is laterally connected to form a feature 

pyramid with rich semantic information, and its detection network is divided into two parallel sub-

networks, i.e., a classification sub-network and regression sub-network for effective classification 

recognition and detection regression, respectively. In addition, RetinaNet solves the problem of 

positive and negative sample imbalance in the single-stage detection algorithm by using the focal loss 

function to achieve the same detection accuracy as the two-stage detection method; additionally, the 

convergence speed is fast. In this work, we applied the RetinaNet network for dim and small drone 

detection in infrared images and adopted some improvements to it. We propose a super-resolution 

texture-enhancement network to improve the resolution of infrared drone images and enhance target 

texture information. Second, to make multi-scale feature fusion more effective in detecting the point 

targets of drones in complex infrared backgrounds, an asymmetric attention fusion mechanism (AAFM) 

is proposed; it effectively combines deep and shallow features. Finally, to accurately identify targets, 

a classification sub-network has been constructed by using a global average pooling layer. In addition, 
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we use k-means clustering to generate adaptive anchor boxes, which improves the recall rate of dim 

and small drones in infrared images. 

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows. 

1) Due to the lack of texture information for dim and small targets in infrared images, we perform 

super-resolution texture enhancement to enhance the texture content information and generate super-

resolution images before the infrared images enter the backbone network. 

2) We inject high-level semantic and low-level location detail information into multi-scale 

features into the AAFM, which is beneficial for the recognition and localization of drone targets. The 

AAFM effectively combines different levels of feature maps via a pixel-by-pixel spatial attention 

module (PAM) and global-channel attention module (GAM), and the size of the feature map generated 

by the AAFM is the same as the input feature map, which solves the problem of difficult detection for 

dim and small targets in complex infrared backgrounds. 

3) We use a combination of standard convolution and global averaging pooling to capture finer-

grained global spatial information and effectively identify the feature maps for classification purposes. 

Finally, we propose a new RetinaNet-based network, called A-RetinaNet. Compared with RetinaNet, 

the detection accuracy is higher by 16.32% and the recall rate is higher by 49.34%. Unlike other 

detection networks, the proposed network achieves a good balance between detection accuracy and 

real-time performance. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the related work on 

infrared-based dim and small target detection. Section 3 details the improvement strategies of A-

RetinaNet. Section 4 outlines the experimental results and a comparison with other state-of-the-art 

methods. Section 5 gives the conclusions of this paper. 

2. Related work 

In this section, we briefly review the existing methods of infrared-based small target detection. 

The detection methods for small targets in infrared images are mainly divided into two categories: 

traditional infrared-based small target detection methods and CNN-based detection methods.  

Traditional infrared-based small target detection can be divided into two categories. 1) Single-

frame-based detection. It mainly uses the difference between the target and background information 

for filtering, or different characteristics such as the gray value and gradient value for local comparison. 

Fan et al. [2] designed an infrared-purposed small target detection method based on candidate region 

suggestion and a CNN classifier by exploiting the difference between the target and background in 

terms of grayscale values for image pre-processing. Finally, it was able to separate the real target from 

the background. Zhang et al. [3] proposed a new infrared-purposed small target detection algorithm 

by exploiting the fact that the neighborhood pixel intensities of infrared-based targets show a light-

dark-light pattern. Cao et al. [4] found that small target derivatives have positive and negative 

properties, while background information does not have such properties; so, they designed an 

infrared-purposed small target detection algorithm based on derivative similarity. Lu et al. [9] 

found that salt noise and the background are similar, so they used the idea of median filtering to 

design a marine background filter for removing the target; they then used the difference between 

the background and the target to extract the target region. Dong et al. [11] developed a model to 

automatically select the intensity or direction modality, calculate the saliency according to the 

smoothness of the background and achieve the detection of infrared targets by using the 

antivibration pipeline filtering method. Chen et al. [5] used a contrast map to detect the target 

based on the characteristic that the brightness value of the target area is higher than the brightness 
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value of the background area. The method can be effective for the detection of small targets, but, 

while enhancing the target brightness, it also enhances some high-brightness noise, which eventually 

leads to a high false alarm rate; it is calculated pixel by pixel, resulting in a slow detection speed. 

Therefore, Han et al. [6] used a new local contrast method to achieve the detection of small targets in 

infrared images. The method uses chunking calculation, which not only takes the maximum value in 

grayscale values, but it also considers the mean value, improving the shortcomings of the local contrast 

method. Since the sliding window and small targets have similar sizes, the detection effect is not 

obvious in complex environments. Qin and Li [7] used sliding windows to segment infrared images; 

the sliding window size is larger than the target size, solving the drawback of low detection accuracy 

of infrared images in complex environments. The above methods can only better detect targets with 

high grayscale values and cannot detect dark targets. 

2) Multi-frame-based detection. It not only uses the basic image information, but it also combines 

the motion track of the target for target detection, so it is computationally extensive. Ding et al. [12] 

designed an adaptive pipeline filter to correct the detection results by exploiting the property that the 

motion trajectory of the target is continuous. Guo et al. [13] proposed a parallel computation method 

based on dynamic programming by exploiting the property of directionality of the target energy, which 

divides the search area into various small parts in parallel to reduce the computational effort and 

improve the detection efficiency. 

CNN-based methods. Compared with traditional methods, CNNs directly take infrared images as 

input and learn the features of the small targets by using a neural network model to solve the detection 

problem of infrared-based small targets. Ju et al. [22] designed a simple and effective small-target 

detection network. The network modifies the downsampling operation to extended convolution in order 

to prevent small target information loss, which preserves the image resolution. And, they used the pass-

through module to combine the position information and semantic information. Liang et al. [23] 

modified the backbone for the RetinaNet network target information loss problem and designed a small 

target detection method based on parallel multi-scale feature enhancement. Hou et al. [24] used multi-

scale fusion by stitching convolutional kernels of different sizes to form 16 feature channels, which 

improved the detection performance of small targets. And, they split the high-resolution feature map 

by using the pass-through module to form a multi-scale feature map with the low-resolution feature 

map, which facilitates the detection of small targets of different scale sizes. Li et al. [25] designed a 

detection network focused on detecting small targets by modifying the residual module, soft -NMS, 

and the convolution in the YOLOv3 network, which improved the detection speed of small targets, 

as well as the detection accuracy of obscured targets. Song et al. [26] developed a small target 

detection algorithm based on multi-scale feature fusion by effectively combining global and local 

information through the CornerNet network. Compared with YOLOv3, the detection accuracy and 

speed are improved by more than 11%. Wang et al. [27] designed an infrared-purposed small target 

detection model based on a feature fusion convolutional network by using dense connectivity to 

combine low-level position information and high-level semantic information. The network was able 

to reach a detection speed of 105 FPS, and it could even detect small targets of 2 × 2 pixel size. Ju 

et al. [28] designed a CNN-based infrared-based small target detector by using an image filtering 

module, performing multi-scale feature layer fusion to obtain a confidence map and entering the 

detection network to obtain the classification and location of the target. Yao et al. [29] designed a 

modified version of the Fully Convolutional One-Stage Object Detection (FCOS) network by 

incorporating the maximum filtering method, which balances real-time operability and accuracy. 

To avoid the loss of targets in the deep network due to the use of pooling layers, Tong et al. [30] 

proposed an enhanced asymmetric attention (EAA) mechanism based on U-Net. The EAA attention 
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module is used for cross-layer feature fusion to detect small targets in infrared images. Xu et al. [31] 

added dilated convolution for dual-channel feature extraction in YOLOv3 to achieve the effect of 

expanding the perceptual field and generating feature layers of different sizes to detect targets of 

different sizes. 

In conclusion, although the existing infrared-purposed dim and small target detection methods have 

made significant breakthroughs, they have certain limitations. First, as the number of network layers 

increases, the deep feature map contains more semantic information, but the resolution of the feature 

map is low. In addition, in practical scene applications, the background information of infrared images 

is more complex and the target pixels are extremely small, making them difficult to detect. In this work, 

we use a super-resolution texture-enhancement network, which not only extracts the image texture 

information and the semantic information of the deep network, but it also generates super-resolution 

images, solving the contradictory problem of semantic information and resolution. In addition, we use 

an AAFM, which considers the fusion of semantic and position information across the whole network 

and makes full use of contextual information to improve the detection performance of infrared-based 

dim and small targets. We also improved the detection network and generated adaptive anchor boxes. 

Finally, the improved model was tested on a publicly available infrared-based dim and small drone 

dataset. The results show that the detection accuracy and recall of the method in this paper can achieve 

good results when compared with other infrared-purposed target detection methods. 

3. Proposed method  

3.1. Our network structure 

In this section, our network structure is described in detail, and the A-RetinaNet network is shown 

in Figure 1. The network is composed of four components: an image pre-processing module, backbone 

network, AAFM module and asymmetric detection (AD) module. The image pre-processing section 

performs super-resolution texture enhancement of the image, the backbone network is used to extract 

target features, the AAFM module is used to enhance target features submerged in the background and 

the AD module is used to efficiently identify target categories and locations. In addition, k-means 

clustering is used to generate adaptive anchor box size and scale. Infrared-based drone images are 

transmitted to our network and then a series of operations are performed; eventually, the detection 

network obtains the specific location and confidence level of the drones. 

3.2. Super-resolution texture-enhancement module 

The traditional RetinaNet network directly feeds image data into the backbone network. However, 

in complex infrared image scenes, small targets are easily submerged in the background, resulting in 

a shortage of texture and shape information, poor image resolution and low detection accuracy. To 

solve these issues, we first perform a pre-processing operation on the image by using a super-resolution 

texture enhancement (SRTE) module. Unlike the feature textures transfer [32], we use a densely 

connected network structure [33] to extract all levels of feature layers of the high-resolution image to 

obtain global features in the image, as shown in Figure 2. Fixing the input image size to 256 × 256, 

the input of the SRTE module is divided into two parts: source features and reference features. The 

SRTE module uses a content extractor and texture extractor to effectively combine depth semantic 

information and shallow spatial feature information. SRTE enhances feature texture content 

information and generates super-resolution images while removing image background noise. 
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Figure 1. Structure of the A-RetinaNet network.  

 

Figure 2. Overall flow of the SRTE module. 

N1 is the output of the SRTE module, denoted as 

N1=Tt(M0 || Tc(M1)↑2×)+Tc(M1)↑2×  (1) 

where Tc and Tt denote the content extractor and texture extractor, respectively; || denotes feature 

fusion, ↑2× denotes bifurcation by subpixel convolution, M0 denotes the reference features and M1 

represents the source features. 

For the input infrared drone image, the input is first divided into source features and reference 

features. The source features first go through a content extractor structure to extract the main content 

information of the input features, and then go through sub-pixel convolution to double the resolution 

of the content features and generate super-resolution images. Second, the reference features and the 

source features are fused pixel by pixel and then sent to the texture extractor, which extracts the 

semantic information from the input and reliable texture information from the reference features while 

suppressing noise. Finally, we fuse the texture features and high-resolution content features via 
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residual concatenation to obtain a rich texture information feature map. The final generated super-

resolution feature map has both reliable texture information selected in the shallow features and 

semantic information in the deep features. 

The structures of the content extractor and texture extractor are similar. As shown in Figure 3, 

the convolution-dense block (CDB) is used as the basic module of the content and texture extractors. 

The CDB enhances the feature delivery and reduces the number of parameters to improve the detection 

efficiency while mapping its deep feature information. The CDB constructs dense connections from 

four sets of standard convolutions and the activation function Leaky ReLU, which improves the 

expressiveness of the deep network and avoids overfitting. 

The difference with ResNet is that our CDB possesses 3 × 3 convolution and Leaky ReLU. Since 

the batch normalization (BN) layer would ignore the absolute difference between image pixels and 

destroy the original contrast information of the image, we do not use the BN layer. And, we use the 

Leaky ReLU function to solve the dying ReLU problem. In addition, unlike the residual connections 

of ResNet, our content extractor uses cascaded dense connections. These densely connected modules 

increase the capacity of the network, enhance feature conduction and ensure training stability. 

 

Figure 3. Structure of the content extractor. 

3.3. AAFM module 

Since the feature pyramid network lacks an analysis of the overall structure of the feature map, 

it cannot take into account both shallow position and high-level semantic information. We 

constructed an AAFM and applied it to the feature fusion module of the original feature pyramid. 

Specifically, we were inspired by asymmetric contextual modulation [34], which allows it to focus 

on both high-level semantic understanding information and low-level position analysis information 

through the use of a bidirectional approach. First, the super-resolution images are sent to the backbone 

network to extract features and the obtained feature maps {C3, C4, C5} are used to construct the 

AAFM. The summation module of each layer feature map is modified as an AAFM. Through top-

down global channel attention modulation, the high-level feature maps assign different weight values 

according to the importance of each channel, allowing the network to use global information to 

propagate effective semantic information from the deep network to the shallow layer and improve 

feature representation. Through bottom-up pixel-by-pixel attention modulation, the low-level feature 

maps embed position information into the high-level semantic features to highlight feature details of 

the infrared-based target and avoid the problem of position information being overwhelmed in the 

complex background. The shallow and deep feature maps are fused pixel by pixel to obtain the 

optimized global channel information; then, the effective channel attention (ECA) module [35] is used 

to improve the input performance of the network and enhance the detection accuracy. It facilitates the 

network to detect the location of dim and small drones in infrared images more easily. The structure 

of the AAFM is shown in Figure 4. 
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As can be seen in Figure 4, the low-level feature map X extracts shallow position information 

through the PAM. The high-level feature map Y is assigned weight values according to the channel 

importance in the channel dimension by the GAM, which enhances the weight share of effective 

features and reduces the weight of interfering features. The low-level feature map and the high-level 

feature map are fused pixel by pixel and then passed through the ECA module to solve the feature 

mismatch problem and enhance the detection accuracy. Finally, feature aggregation is performed to 

add the contextual features obtained from the high-level feature map to the low-level feature so that 

the low-level feature map can receive richer contextual information from the high-level feature map. 

The computational properties of the AAFM are as follows. 

{
M=X+Y

Z=G(Y)⊗Y+P(X)⊗X+E(M)
  (2) 

where X denotes the low-level feature map, which contains a lot of location information, and Y denotes 

the high-level feature map, which contains semantic information in the image. G(Y) denotes channel 

attention modulation, P(X) denotes pixel-by-pixel convolution and E(M) denotes the ECA module. 

 

Figure 4. Overall flow of the AAFM module. 

The GAM is shown in Figure 5. The input features pass through two parallel branches, and the 

branches include the global average pooling layer and the convolutional layer. After passing through 

the global average pooling layer, the global feature information of the feature map is obtained by using 

a 1 × 1, C/4 convolutional layer down-scaling operation and a 1 × 1, C convolutional layer up-scaling 

operation. After the sigmoid activation layer, it is multiplied with the input layer to generate the 

attention weight map and calculate the weight value of each channel. Finally, it is summed and fused 

with the input layer that has undergone 1 × 1 convolution. The global channel attention modulation is 

calculated with the following characteristics. 

{

Y1=σ(B(C2(B(C1(G(Y))))))
Y2=YY1

G(Y)=C2Y+Y2

 (3) 

where G is the global average pooling, C1 is the 1 × 1 convolution with channel number C/4 and B is 

the batch normalization followed by the activation function ReLU. C2 is the 1 × 1 convolution with 

channel number C, and σ is the sigmoid function. 
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Figure 5. Overflow of the GAM. 

To highlight the detailed information on small targets in infrared images, we use the PAM as 

shown in Figure 6. The input features are convolved pixel by pixel, while the BN-ReLU function is 

added to the PWConv1 convolution operation to make the network more effective for feature selection. 

Finally, the sigmoid activation layer (σ) is passed so that the weight values of the spatial regions are 

calculated. The computational properties of the PAM are as follows: 

P(X)=σ（B(PWConv2(δ(B(PWConv1(X)))))）  (4) 

where PWConv denotes pixel-by-pixel convolution, where the convolutional kernel sizes of PWConv1 

and PWConv2 are C/4 × 1 × 1 and C × 1 × 1, respectively. σ denotes the sigmoid function, B denotes 

BN and δ denotes the rectified linear unit (ReLU). 

 

 

Figure 6. Overall flow of the PAM. 

To capture the information content locally across channels and enhance the detection performance 

for small targets submerged in the background, an ECA mechanism is used in this algorithm, as shown 

in Figure 7. First, the input features are pooled through a global average pooling layer that reduces the 

number of model parameters while retaining a large amount of spatial information. Second, the 

information interaction and weight sharing between adjacent layer channels are achieved by one-

dimensional convolution. Then, the input feature  is processed by the sigmoid function. Finally, the 

input feature maps and the processed feature map weights are multiplied to obtain the output.  

E(M)=σ(CD1k(G(M))) ⊗ M  (5) 

where M denotes the feature map generated by fusing the low-level feature map and the high-level 

feature map, G denotes the global average pooling, CD1k denotes the one-dimensional convolution, σ 

denotes the sigmoid function and ⊗ indicates pixel-by-pixel multiplication. 
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Figure 7. Overall flow of ECA mechanism. 

3.4. AD module 

To increase the detection accuracy of our network, we used an AD module, as shown in Figure 8. 

For classification detection, the fully connected layer [36] is ideally suited since it is more sensitive to 

spatial information and can more clearly discriminate between whole and partial targets. The 

convolutional layer can effectively extract object information, and it is more suitable for regression 

detection. However, the large number of fully connected parameters and large computational effort 

can lead to poor real-time target detection, so we chose to use a global average pooling layer [37] 

instead of the fully connected layer, which reduces the number of parameters, improves the detection 

efficiency and, on the other hand, mitigates the occurrence of overfitting. Therefore, we modified the 

classification sub-network to fuse the global average pooling layer and the convolutional layer for 

classification detection and achieved good results. After each layer of the feature map enters the 

classification sub-network, it first passes through a 3 × 3 convolutional layer with 256 channels and 

then divides into two branches, one of which is the same structure as the RetinaNet classification sub-

network, through three 3 × 3 convolutional layers; the other passes through the global average pooling 

layer. Finally, the target classification result is obtained by the sigmoid activation function and a 3 × 3 

convolutional layer of K × A channels. 

 

Figure 8. Overall flow of AD. GAP: global average pooling layer. 
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3.5. Generation of adaptive anchor boxes 

The original RetinaNet network selected five effective feature layers as prediction feature layers, 

with sizes [32 × 32, 64 × 64, 128 × 128, 256 × 256, 512 × 512], and it set nine anchor boxes with three 

area ratios {20, 21/3, 22/3} and three aspect ratios {1:1, 1:2, 2:1} on each feature map. The size range 

for anchor boxes is 32 to 813 pixels. The image size of the infrared-based drone dataset used in this 

work was 256 × 256, and the targets in the image were divided into extended targets and point targets, 

so the anchor box size setting of the original RetinaNet network generally has poor performance in 

terms of detecting targets in this dataset. Our method uses adaptive clustering to select anchor boxes 

of a suitable size and aspect ratio based on the characteristics that the drone targets are smaller in the 

images and there are more point targets, which reduces the problem of large computation caused by 

the original RetinaNet model due to unsuitable anchor boxes. 

We use the k-means algorithm to cluster the real label boxes and aspect ratios of the infrared-

based drone dataset to achieve appropriate anchor box proportions and sizes for better detection of 

the model. The k-means clustering algorithm is a data clustering method based on the Euclidean 

distance measure, and it assigns the sample data to its closest cluster center. However, because it 

often generates more error for large anchor boxes rather than small ones, we use the intersection of 

union (IOU) approach to reduce the error between distances. The IOU is the intersection proportion 

of label boxes and cluster centers (anchor boxes), as shown in Eq (6), where the larger the IOU, the 

smaller the distance. 

𝑑box, cluster= 1 − 𝐼𝑂𝑈 box, cluster = 1 −
𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑏𝑜𝑥,𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟)∗𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑏𝑜𝑥,𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟)

 box_area * cluster_area- 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛∗𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛
 (6) 

We select all of the XML file information and cluster the label boxes of the dataset into k clusters, 

requiring the cluster center coordinates to be the same as the center coordinates of the label boxes. 

First, we calculate the distance between each labeled box and the center of the k clusters separately, as 

shown in Eq (6), where box_area and cluster_area are the area of the label box and anchor box, 

respectively. xmin (box, cluster) and ymin (box, cluster) are the minimum coordinate values x and y of 

the label box and anchor box, respectively. Then, the label boxes are assigned to the cluster centers 

that are closest to them. Finally, after categorizing all label boxes, the cluster centers are updated and 

the cluster centers are calculated as shown in Eq (7). 

wi 
'=medium(wi)  

hi 
'=medium(hi)  

(7) 

where (wi, hi) respectively denote the width and height of the label box, (wi', hi') respectively denote 

the width and height of the anchor box, i 𝜖{1, 2, ..., k} and medium is the median of the width and 

height of all label boxes in the same cluster. The new cluster center is the median value of the label 

boxes in each cluster. The algorithm repeats the above steps until the elements in each cluster no 

longer change. 

In this work, we divided the dataset label boxes into nine clusters, i.e., k = 9. From Figure 9, 

the aspect ratios of the anchor boxes were {0.7, 1.0, 1.0, 0.7, 1.0, 0.9, 2.1, 0.6, 1.1}; so, in this 

study, [0.6, 0.8, 1.0] was used as the aspect ratio of anchor boxes, and the anchor box sizes were 

set to [16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64, 128 × 128, 256 × 256]. The generation of adaptive anchor boxes 

not only improves the recall of the model, enabling the detection of more positive samples, but it 

also improves the detection accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of adaptive anchor boxes. 

3.6. Loss function 

We need to calculate the error between the predicted and true values while training the model; 

the lower the error value, the more accurate the model. The sample types are separated into positive 

and negative samples throughout the training stage. Positive samples are those where there is an 

overlap between the predicted box and the true box of more than 0.5, negative samples are those 

where there is an overlap of less than 0.4 and ignored samples are those where there is an overlap 

between 0.4 and 0.5. Due to the unbalanced distribution of positive and negative samples in 

infrared images, we chose to employ a novel loss function developed for the RetinaNet network, 

called focal loss. This modification of the cross-entropy loss function ended up causing the model 

to concentrate more on sparse and hard-to-classify samples during training by lowering the weight 

of many simple negative samples. 

First, we recall the cross-entropy loss function, as shown in Eq (8). 

L=-ylogy'-(1-y)log(1-y')= {
-logy', y=1

-log(1-y'), y=0  (8) 

where y is the sample label and y' is the probability that the sample is positive as predicted by the 

model. If y is a positive sample, then y = 1; otherwise, y = 0. Equation (8) demonstrates that the model 

loss is less when the probability that the sample is positive is greater; conversely, the model loss is 

bigger when the probability that the sample is negative is greater. 

In the case of the cross-entropy loss function, a large number of negative samples will result in 

a slower iteration of the loss function that is not optimal. The loss function’s weight is adjusted by 

the addition of the factor α to make it focus more on positive samples. Introducing the α factor 

adjusts the influence of positive and negative samples on the weight of the loss function to make it 

focus more on positive samples. However, if there is a large number of simple and easy-to-classify 

negative samples, the training process will be carried out in favor of negative samples and a large 

number of simple samples will be superimposed, which may exceed the loss of difficult samples, 

resulting in poor training; so, the γ factor has been introduced to focus the network training on sparse 

and difficult-to-classify samples. 

Lfl= {
-α(1-y')

γ
logy', y=1

-(1-α)y'γlog(1-y'), y=0  (9) 
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Our total loss function contains both classification loss and regression loss, as shown in Eq (10). 

L=Lcls+Lreg=Lfl+LsmoothL1
  (10) 

Focal loss is used for classification loss, and smooth L1 loss is used for regression loss, as shown 

in Eq (11). 

LsmoothL 1(x)= {
0.5x2 |x|<1

|x|-0.5  other  
 (11) 

where x represents the difference in values between the predicted and true boxes. 

4. Experimental results and analysis 

In this study, we designed a series of experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our 

proposed method; here, we evaluate the proposed method quantitatively and qualitatively on a publicly 

available infrared-based dim and small drone dataset. The details of our experimental setup and 

experimental results are presented in this section, along with an analysis of the results. 

4.1. Introduction of dataset and evaluation indicators 

In this study, we used a dataset for infrared detection and tracking of dim-small aircraft targets 

under a ground/air backdrop [38]. We arbitrarily selected 5206 images from the publicly available 

dataset, and all images were labeled with drone labels and bounding boxes. The dataset scenes are 

divided into backgrounds such as sky and ground, and also includes multiple scenes; example images 

for each scene are shown in Figure 10, and Table 1 describes the background information of these 

small infrared targets. The images in the simple sky background account for about 15% of the images, 

and the images in the complex background account for 85%. 

                                 

                                 

Figure 10. Sample images of the dataset with targets shown as extended targets or point 

targets in the image. 
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Table 1. Background information of infrared-based small targets. 

 Details of targets and background Image size Number 

Simple sky background 
Clear extended target 256 × 256 613 

Shape-blurred extended target 256 × 256 133 

Complex background Point target, ground background 256 × 256 400 

 
From near to far, dim-small target, 

ground background 
256 × 256 1779 

 
Point target, low SNR, ground 

background 
256 × 256 1120 

 

Ground background, the 

background is brighter than the 

target 

256 × 256 394 

 
Ground-space junction background 

and others 
256 × 256 767 

We evaluate the algorithm in terms of precision, recall, speed and precision. The precision, recall, 

F1 score and average precision (AP) are defined as follows. 

Precision=
TP

TP+FP
×100%  (12) 

Recall=
TP

TP+FN
×100%  (13) 

F1=
2×Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
  (14) 

AP=∫
0

1
P(r)dr  (15) 

4.2. Network training  

All models for the experiments in this study were conducted by using an Ubuntu 18.04 operating 

system with an I7-7700x CPU and NVIDIA GTX1080Ti GPU, and all experiments were conducted 

under the PyTorch framework. Our network structure is modified by RetinaNet, and our models were 

trained with the same hyperparameters as RetinaNet, using the Adam optimizer, with a maximum 

learning rate of 10-4, a minimum learning rate of 10-6, a batch size of 32, a momentum of 0.9 and a 

total of 200 epochs trained. 

4.3. Results and analysis 

4.3.1. Ablation experiments 

We have added detailed technical improvements to RetinaNet to allow our network to better 

detect infrared-based dim and small drone targets and improve overall accuracy. As shown in Table 2, 

the baseline network is the RetinaNet network. On the infrared-based dim-small drone dataset, the 

SRTE module improved the baseline by 1.74%, which confirms that the SRTE module can improve 

the network’s ability to detect small targets by enhancing the texture information to emphasize the 

detailed information of small targets. The accuracy increased by 1.33% after the addition of the AAFM 

module to the baseline and SRTE module. This is because it integrates deep features and shallow 
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features, fully utilizes contextual data to ensure that the semantic information of the deep features is 

integrated into the low-level features and enhances the deep network’s capacity to characterize small 

targets. Meanwhile, the introduction of the classification sub-network improved the detection accuracy 

by 0.36%, which confirms that the global average pooling can capture spatial information more 

sensitively and identify small targets more efficiently by combining the global average pooling with 

the convolutional layer. Finally, via adaptive anchor box generation, we reset the anchor box size and 

scale, which increased the AP value by 12.89%. In terms of detection accuracy, the resetting of the 

adaptive anchor box size had a great impact on the improvement of detection accuracy because we 

reset the anchor boxes that fit the dataset by using k-means clustering; this allowed the model recall to 

greatly improve and finally bring about the improvement of detection accuracy. The ablation 

experimental results show that our model improved the detection accuracy by 16.32%, which exceeded 

the AP value of the YOLOv5 model, thus proving that our model is more robust for the detection of 

dim-small drones in complex infrared backgrounds. 

As shown in the example image in Figure 11, our proposed method greatly improved the detection 

accuracy of drone targets. Both the baseline network and the A-RetinaNet network could successfully 

detect the target when the target is extended in a simple background. The original RetinaNet could not 

detect the target when the drone was offset, resulting in a blurred shape of the target in the sky 

background. And, when part of the background was brighter than the drone target in a flat ground 

backdrop, the original RetinaNet also failed to successfully identify the target. In contrast, the A-

RetinaNet network could successfully detect the target with high confidence in both point target and 

complex scenes. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 11. Some drone detection results. (a) RetinaNet and (b) our proposed model A-RetinaNet. 
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Table 2. Effects of the settings of each module on the detection accuracy. AAB: adaptive anchor box. 

RetinaNet SRTE AAFM AD AAB AP 

√     79.11% 

√ √    80.85% 

√ √ √   82.18% 

√ √ √ √  82.54% 

√ √ √ √ √ 95.43% 

4.3.2. Comparison with other advanced models 

Our A-RetinaNet model is based on the RetinaNet network with ResNet50 as the backbone. To 

test the performance of our detection models, we conducted experiments using the infrared-based dim-

small drone dataset and provide here a comparison of the detection performance of our models with 

YOLOv5, SSD, RetinaNet, Faster R-CNN , YOLOX, YOLOv7 and CenterNet [39]. To achieve a fair 

comparison, the hyperparameters and training parameters of our eight models were set to be the same 

as those of the benchmark experimental RetinaNet. 

We recorded the detection performance of the eight models based on the evaluation metrics, as 

shown in Tables 3 and 4. In terms of detection accuracy, the feature map resolution extracted by Faster 

R-CNN was too low to detect infrared-based small targets, so Faster R-CNN had the worst accuracy 

value and is not suitable for infrared-based small target detection with complex backgrounds. Since 

dim and small drone infrared images lack color and texture shape information and YOLOv5 uses many 

image data enhancement methods, its detection performance was significantly better than that of Faster 

R-CNN, as well as other baseline models. As shown in Table 3, the AP value of YOLOv5 was 43.32% 

higher than that of Faster R-CNN, and 13.85% higher than that of RetinaNet. Our proposed method is 

based on RetinaNet, and the original RetinaNet is ineffective in detecting drone targets in complex 

backgrounds, with a detection accuracy of only 79.11%. Our method achieved good improvement in 

the AP value relative to RetinaNet due to the acquisition of texture information of the target, effective 

feature fusion and classification detection. The AP value of A-RetinaNet was 16.32% higher than that 

of the original RetinaNet, and even 2.47% higher than the best YOLOv5 value. 

In addition, we also present the parameters of recall, precision, F1 score and detection speed for 

different models, as seen in Table 4. Regarding precision, RetinaNet, CenterNet and A-RetinaNet 

showed high precision, and Faster R-CNN had the worst detection. For the recall rate, YOLOv5 and 

A-RetinaNet had an over 80% recall rate; and, RetinaNet had the worst recall rate. Relative to 

RetinaNet, our recall was improved by 49.34% because we specifically set up adaptive anchor boxes 

that match the dataset. The F1 score is an evaluation metric to balance the precision and recall. 

Regarding the F1 score, YOLOv5 and A-RetinaNet detected the infrared-based dim-small targets 

optimally while ensuring detection accuracy. 

In terms of detection speed, it can be seen in Table 4 that the detection speed of CenterNet was 

significantly faster than that of other models at 54.4 FPS; this is due to the direct use of a heat map to 

predict the centroid of the object without the need of Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) for screening; 

but, its detection was slightly inferior to that of A-RetinaNet. The speed of SSD can be ranked second 

with 48.91 FPS, but, when the target was submerged in the background, the target was not detected. 

The detection speed of the RetinaNet model was ranked third at 35.34 FPS; it achieved real-time 

detection performance, but the detection performance was poor. Since Faster R-CNN is a two-stage 

detector, the detection process is complicated and the detection speed was only 11.73 FPS, which 

cannot meet the demands of real-time detection. 
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In Figure 12, we show example plots of the detection results of our model and six other models 

in different scenarios; our proposed method had better detection and a high confidence level. 

Specifically, the CenterNet and SSD networks could not detect the target when it was submerged in 

the ground background; alternatively, CenterNet only showed partial miss detection and the SSD 

network used shallow features to detect small targets with inadequate feature extraction, resulting in 

difficulty in detecting small targets. In some complex scenes, Faster R-CNN could successfully detect 

the drone target, but it also mistakenly detected the highlighted noise information in the background 

as the target, which is due to Faster R-CNN’s multiple downsampling and resulted in the loss of some 

information about small targets; and, the detection performance was not very good. Since mosaic 

enhancement is used in YOLOv5 to improve the detection performance for small targets, YOLOv5 

and A-RetinaNet could successfully detect targets in any scenario, but, in terms of confidence, the 

performance of YOLOv5 was second only to our model. When two targets were very close in the 

image, both our model and YOLOX could only partially detect the targets. The main reason is that the 

targets are too small, occupying a few pixels in a 256 × 256 image, and that the two targets are too 

close together to remove the box with the low confidence score from the subsequent filter box. The 

detector is not good at detecting multiple dim-small drone targets in infrared images that are close in 

distance. In addition, although YOLOv7 performed well in terms of both confidence scores, recall and 

detection speed, it sometimes detected the background information of drone targets. Our proposed 

method can avoid the false detection. 

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the precision-recall curves for our model and several other 

models. The area under the precision-recall curve for the A-RetinaNet model was always larger than 

that of the other models, indicating a better overall performance of our approach. The possible reasons 

are summarized as follows: 1) Unlike the RetinaNet model, we fundamentally solve the deficiency of 

the feature pyramid in the fusion stage. We fuse the feature layers of different depths in the network 

via the AAFM, as well as fuse the contextual semantic and position information for each level of the 

feature layers; thus, the feature pyramid contains as much feature information as possible and can 

focus on the infrared detection of dim-small drone targets. 2) Unlike the RetinaNet model, we generate 

adaptive anchor boxes, which effectively solves the problem of mismatching the anchor boxes size 

with the bounding boxes and improves the model’s detection performance. 3) Unlike other models, 

the SRTE module reduces the effects of background noise and increases the texture content 

information of the target through content, texture extractor and sub-pixel convolution, allowing the 

network to better distinguish the background from the target. 

Finally, we compare the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves among four selected 

methods in Figure 14. It can be seen that the proposed A-RetinaNet model performed the best, showing 

the effectiveness of the proposed modules. Another interesting point is that, although YOLOv7 

performed worse than CenterNet in terms of AP and precision (Tables 3 and 4), it performed better 

than CenterNet in terms of the ROC (Figure 14). To the best of our understanding, the reason behind 

this is that precision reflects the accuracy of the classifier in terms of its ability to predict positive 

samples without taking into account whether there are missed positive samples; and, the AP reflects 

the ability to cover positive samples, while the ROC reflects the trade-off between the classifier’s 

ability to cover positive and negative samples. It shows that YOLOv7 balances the detection ability 

and the target integrity. 
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Table 3. Comparison of the AP of different detection models. 

Model 
Faster 

R-CNN 
SSD YOLOv5 RetinaNet CenterNet YOLOX YOLOv7 

A-

RetinaNet 

AP 49.64% 91.85% 92.96% 79.11% 92.95% 93.25% 86.30% 95.43% 

Table 4. Comparison of precision, recall and detection speed of different detection models. 

Model Precision Recall F1 FPS 

Faster R-CNN 35.19% 61.96% 0.44 11.73 

SSD 94.46% 64.49% 0.76 48.91 

YOLOv5 92.88% 85.23% 0.88 21.06 

RetinaNet 98.22% 31.26% 0.47 35.34 

CenterNet 98.40% 62.73% 0.76 54.40 

YOLOX 97.79% 70.24% 0.82 29.91 

YOLOv7 84.51% 83.24% 0.84 30.52 

A-RetinaNet 97.27% 80.60% 0.88 24.58 

 

(a)                 (b)                    (c)                  (d)                     (e)                    (f) 

 

(g)                   (h)                   (i)                 (j)                     (k)                    (l) 

Figure 12. Detection performance in different scenes. (a)–(f) CenterNet, Faster-RCNN, 

SSD, YOLOv5, YOLOX and YOLOv7; (g)–(l) A-RetinaNet. 
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Figure 13. Precision-recall curves for different detection models. 

 

Figure 14. ROC curves for different detection models. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed a new infrared-purposed dim and small drone target detection 

method, called A-RetinaNet, to counter the lack of texture information and poor resolution of dim and 

small targets in infrared images. A-RetinaNet is composed of SRTE, AAFM, AD and adaptive anchor 

box modules. For small targets lacking texture and poor feature resolution problems, SRTE is used to 

extract the target texture information and generate super-resolution images at the same time. For the 

problem of difficulty in detecting targets submerged in the background, we use AAFM to improve the 

feature representation of infrared images by integrating contextual information in a bidirectional 

manner while taking into account semantic information in the deep network and position information 

in the shallow network. Finally, the global average pooling layer is used to effectively identify small 

targets and improve detection accuracy. In addition, the adaptive anchor box with a k-means clustering 

algorithm has been introduced to significantly improve the target recall and detection accuracy. Our 

model was trained on an infrared-based drone dataset and compared with other state-of-the-art models. 
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Numerous experiments show that our proposed improvements yielded good results, especially for 

targets in complex scenes. The proposed method achieves a good balance between detection accuracy 

and detection speed. Moreover, our method outperformed other existing mainstream methods in terms 

of detection accuracy, and it can provide a good solution not only for infrared-based dim and small 

target detection, but also for other small target detection tasks. 
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